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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made

manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."

++ Warning: This whole study is intended for Only Adult
Christians
++ Spirit Cooking With The Clintons: #PizzaGate, #SpiritCooking
Pizzagate Is Real: Something Is Going On, But What?
Play to 4:55: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggvQdZXMGLw
Psa
37:14

The wicked have drawn out the sword, and have bent their bow, to
cast down the poor and needy, and to slay such as be of upright
conversation.

Psa
37:32

The wicked watcheth the righteous, and seeketh to slay him.

Thou therefore, O LORD God of hosts, the God of Israel, awake to
Psa 59:5 visit all the heathen: be not merciful to any wicked
transgressors…
Psa
They return at evening: they make a noise like a dog, and go
59:6
round about the city…
Psa
But thou, O LORD, shalt laugh at them; thou shalt have all the
59:8
heathen in derision.
Psa
Because of his strength will I wait upon thee: for God is my
59:9
defence.
Psa
Let mine adversaries be clothed with shame, and let them cover
109:29 themselves with their own confusion, as with a mantle.
Psa
The LORD preserveth all them that love him: but all the wicked will
145:20 he destroy.
Psa
Evil shall slay the wicked: and they that hate the righteous shall
34:21
be desolate.
PizzaGate - Satanic Pedophilia Network Exposed
Play to 17:43: https://youtu.be/JCLNHD9r8B4

++ The Pizza-Related Pedophile Ring: #PizzaGate
Play to 8:15: https://youtu.be/JNRFTHILY6o
Satanic PizzaGate Is Going Viral Worldwide (Elites Are Terrified)
PizzaGate is going viral worldwide. Too late elites, you can't kill us ALL. You can't
accuse us ALL of being pedos, when you're the ones with Instagram accounts
filled with the worst possible filth, and emails filled with the worst possible
sadism. Child rapists and killers get the electric chair. The Washington Post
should be disbanded. The New York Times should be driven into bankruptcy.
Very bad people.
Play to 13:14: https://youtu.be/dIBZXzOp-mc

PizzaGate Update
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_IijMef6hs
The #PizzaGate Body Count
Play to 6:01: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn_mA3arR_w
Breaking – PizzaGate: 100′s of Children Missing in Virginia

An anonymous citizen journalist researcher joins me to break shocking news about
the astonishing number of children missing from the Virginia-Washington DC
area.
In light of #PizzaGate and what appears to be a child trafficking and pedophilia
ring in the area, this researcher known as “Mark” wanted to see if there was a
correlation of a large number of missing children in that area.
What he found shocked him.
** Virginia is second only to California in total number of missing children.**

Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaM3GIEX0yU
From: James
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 9:13 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: ++ Listener Comments about the Masonic Presence in Washington DC &
Virginia
I know in Richmond they have a street called Masonic avenue or something like that.
also in Richmond they have a retirement home for masons. This place is crazy. They
have a guard gate and a fence surrounding the place with barbed wire on top.
I was also in Petersburg VA last week and on the bridge there are many posts built on it
with Egyptian obelisks.
My friend Jay when he came back into the country to visit he toured the Masonic
temple in alexandria va. he said is was so satanic.
The masonic presence in va is crazy. I couldn't even imagine all the stuff the Lord
hasn't revealed to me yet.
It's crazy in va brother scott it seems like there are either shriners or masonic temples
everywhere. it's like no matter where I live in va there is a masonic temple nearby.

I know in stafford va where I used to live their was a big Egyptian obelisk in front of the
courthouse. the is also an obelisk in front of the county buildings in king George, VA
and across the road not to far from that is a masonic building.
In old Town fredericksburg va there is a masonic cemetary. speaking of cemeteries it is
impossible it seems to drive by a church cemetary and not see an obelisk.
Now culpeper va has a big presence of masons and knights templar and others of that
ilk. they have a big presence also in orange va. the Waugh Harley Davidson there has
a museum down stairs and the owner has freemason stuff there. he is a 29 degree
mason.
Last year we went to a parade in fredericksburg va and the shriners were in it. this stuff
is everywhere in va it seems. I am so used to seeing it that it has lost its wow factor.
God bless, James
----------------------------------From: Patricia
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016
To: Scott Johnson
Actually the Virginia side of DC and deep into Virginia itself is just LOADED with
Masonically significant names and numbers and loads of places named for members of
the British royal family. I finally came to the realization the numbering of the state road,
exits and those sorts of things were probably ALL Masonically SIGNIFICANT and if I
could break the code, I could probably navigate my way all over Virginia without a map.
(Comment: Billy Graham Pkwy exit 33 of I-85
THE "LOUISIANA MASONIC FAMILY" WEB SITE REPORTS THAT THE
REVEREND BILLY GRAHAM IS A FREEMASON!!NEWS BRIEF: The Louisiana
Masonic
Family Web
Site has a
section
entitled,
"Famous
Masons" In
the
subsection
entitled,
"Other
Famous
Masons", they
report that the
Reverend
Billy Graham
is a
Freemason! The Home Page of the Louisiana Masonic Family was:
http://www2.linknet.net/masonic/mig1.htm The link entitled, "Famous Masons" is
on http://www2.linknet.net/masonic/famous.htm On Page 12 of 15, alphabetically
listed, the Reverend Billy Graham was listed!!

The link entitled, "Famous Masons" was on http://www.la-mason.com/famous.htm
- On Page 12 of 15, alphabetically presented, the Reverend Billy Graham was
listed!!
Note: This site was hot linked at the time we first posted this article. You can see
a portion of a screen shot from the site where his name was listed.
also see: Billy Graham, Homosexuals, Catholics & Apostasy By Dr. Scott
Johnson | July 22, 2007
Sermon Overview: Billy Graham is on public record supporting homosexuality,
abortion, his disbelief in a literal hell, his support and practice of infant baptism
to save children, his support for the Catholic Church's worship of Mary (yet he
calls himself a Christian). He has repeatedly praised infidels and apostates as
great Christians. He would not challenge the idea that the Bible is mythology,
when directly questioned. Rev. Graham (a self proclaimed Democrat) said Bill
Clinton would be a good Christian evangelist and that Hillary should "run the
country", in expressing his long-standing devotion to both Bill and Hillary
Clinton. It's plainly the case that Graham loves the world. At a crusade in San
Francisco--Sodom and Gomorrah reborn--Graham announced to the
homosexuals, "Whatever your background, whatever your sexual orientation, we
welcome you tonight." Earlier, at a news conference, the famed evangelist thrilled
the cockles of the homosexual's hearts when he snapped to a reporter that he
was tired of people trying to get him to criticize gays. "It's not the biggest of
sins,")
Back to the comments: (FYI, I have not heard anyone say this, this is my
observation just from the pieces of the puzzle I can pick up, and I may be wrong,
but that is the feeling I get.) It is a huge contrast to South Carolina, where I grew
up, where even though there are a lot of masons, they don't seem to have
stamped their identity all over the place. We have Masons up here that keep it a
secret that they are masons.
++ Scott Johnson’s Reply: Also I have a long time trusted listener who had a
deliverance and prison ministry who has had many recent Bigfoot encounters
while camping in Virginia; & his experiences are getting more violent every time
he goes.
OWNER OF DOJO'S PIZZA CHARGED WITH CHILD PORNOGRAPHY, ALLEGED
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chCzXOM2MHw&feature=youtu.be
#PIZZAGATE: JAMES ALEFANTIS AND THE STATUE OF ANTINOUS
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ke_UnXu5S3k&feature=youtu.be
Mainstream Media Totally Flips Out! Recklessly Defends Pedophile Comet Ping
Pong Owner!
The Millennium Report
No one has ever seen anything like it in the history of Mainstream Media (MSM)
fabrications.

Three of the largest MSM news outlets in the world have come out strongly and
run stories on the Comet Pizza Restaurant in Washington, D.C. that many
investigative journalists believe is connected to the largest and most powerful
pedophilia ring on the planet.
There can be only one reason why The New York Times, The Washington Post, and
now the BBC, have used their mammoth media platforms to support a pizza parlor
owner whose extremely salacious and suspicious behavior puts him in the league of
pure evil.
Why would the biggest MSM giants in the land risk their reputations in support of
an outrageously gay pizza joint owner (see his many photos and pics) whose
Instagram account has the following posted on it?
Submitted by a Citizen Investigator
“One of the most incriminating photos is this one. See below. It shows jimmycomet
calling a baby a “hotard”, which is a slang for a retarded prostitute. Why would
anyone call a baby a retarded prostitute? A guy who owns a restaurant for kids.
Yeah. This guy and his disgusting operation need to be brought down. He needs
to get the electric chair in prison, although he deserves way worse than that.”

PIZZAGATE Photo and Comment Triggers Outrage
There is something VERY wrong indeed with this picture (both the preceding one
and the BIG one). And that something has to do with PIZZAGATE, a global child
murder, child sacrifice, child trafficking, and child sexual abuse crime syndicate
that has been operating in plain sight for decades throughout Washington, D.C.
PIZZAGATE: The Greatest Scandal of the Third Millennium

Because this crime spree involves some of the most powerful people within the Beltway,
as well as other centers of great political influence around the globe, it’s now clear the
MSM will do everything in their power to kill the PIZZAGATE story.
Here are just 3 examples of their attempts to do just that.
The New York Times Falsely Labels PIZZAGATE As ‘Fake News’
The Washington Post Falsely Labels PIZZAGATE As ‘Fake News’
The BBC Falsely Labels PIZZAGATE As ‘Fake News’
You know the elites are getting extremely nervous when they run stories like these
on their three largest news platforms, particularly when such reports draw huge
attention to the underlying pedophilia rings. Hence, these preceding stories must
be seen as a last-ditch effort to kill the Alt Media PIZZAGATE narrative.
<<Jimmy Alefantis (right) with
Democrat politico and former
lover David Brock
It was always quite
inconceivable in the first place
that Comet Ping Pong Pizza
Restaurant owner Jimmy
Alefantis (aka “jimmycomet”)
would be written up as the 49th
most powerful man in the
nation’s capital. In a city
overflowing with the world’s most
powerful politicians and and powerplayers, power-brokers and powermongers, how does a pizza parlor owner ranks so high?!?!
Why is a pizza joint owner named James Alefantis listed as the 49th most powerful man
in Washington DC?
Then there is the phonetic meaning of Alefantis’ name in French. It can be no
coincidence that his name means “I love children”. His middle name is Achilles,
which is even more telling in that it reflects that his “love of children” as
his Achilles’ heel.
PIZZAGATE: The Owner’s (Of Comet Ping Pong Pizza) Full Name Means “I Love
Children” In French
Now that the reader (actually viewer) has been sufficiently shocked by such horrible
content, the real $64,000 question here is: Why have the loudest news outlets in the
MSM gone out of their way to support such an unsavory character?
There can be only one answer to this question. And it has to do with what he really
represents to the D.C. power structure. That something is big…very very BIG!
Especially when the Washington Post Editorial Board pens a piece that
essentially exposes themselves as a zealous pervert protector.
Are TPTB getting ready to do something BIG?
There is definitely another angle on this explosive PIZZAGATE story that very nicely
aligns with the siege and attack on the Waco Compound of David Koresh.
Once PIZZAGATE broke, they, and everyone else knows, that there is no putting this
genie back in the bottle. In fact it only continues to get bigger by the day. Therefore it

does appear that TPTB will execute a false flag op that kills the PIZZAGATE golden
goose that has laid so many eggs of truth about how the world is really run.
This type of agenda may well explain why they are staggering articles throughout
the MSM in order to prepare the American people for something very BIG.
Without some sort of conditioning and pretext TPTB simply cannot justify
shutting down the Internet. That may sound like hyperbole, but that is exactly
what they want to do to the Alt Media side. At the very least the media
controllers are desperate to take away access to all the social network utilities.
Once a PIZZAGATE article gets on Facebook or Twitter, YouTube or Instagram,
they viralize quite quickly, Of course, that must be stopped before too many
stumble on such an inconvenient truth.
Clearly the elites have a very strong vested interest to shut down the whole
global citizen’s investigation network. If they can they will try to do that in the
not-too-distant future. Otherwise, the entire Global Control Matrix will be put at
great risk. So many national governments worldwide are controlled by their
respective PIZZAGATES Pedophiles, that the ruling elites feel that they have no
choice but to terminate all such free speech.
PIZZAGATE: The Scandal That Could Take Down the Clintons, the Democratic Party
and the U.S. Federal Government
James Alefantis appears 5
times in the white house visitor
records on
open.whitehouse.gov [verified
on 11/7/2016]
There is perhaps no other chink
in their armor that will allow the
global structure to be taken
down like PIZZAGATE …
because of what it’s really all
about. For it is the children
who have been terribly abused
and exploited, sacrificed and
dissected, tortured and
murdered. Such egregious criminal conduct can only be responded to with
capital punishment. The crimes are simply too many and too heinous not to be
dealt with swiftly and severely.
PIZZAGATE is much more serious than previous Pedogates
Now we know why the MSM is so determined to label everything that comes out
of Alt Media as “fake news”. They really have no choice in spite of the fact that
all the MSM does is lie and prevaricate about everything, all the time. The elites
have always been quite predictable of accusing their challengers of committing
the very same crimes that they themselves have committed since time
immemorial.
Now with the World Wide Web casting its net (aka Internet) around the planet,
there are infinite opportunities for the victimized to step forward and plead their
case in the forum of public interchange. There are now so many excellent venues

available and high volume channels functioning, that every witness can pick and
choose.
PIZZAGATE: A Complex and Convoluted Conspiracy at the Highest Echelons of the
U.S. Federal Government is Exposed
Conclusion
Now the reader understands why PIZZAGATE is so HUGE! It possesses all the
elements for a neatly controlled demolition of the Mainstream Media by Alt Media,
of the U.S. Federal Government by the American People, and of the World
Shadow Government by the citizens worldwide.
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2016/12/mainstream-media-totally-flips-outrecklessly-defends-comet-ping-pong-owner-fake-news-accusations-boomerang3446859.html
Left Pushing Pedophile Rights--Moral relativism leads to societal collapse
A self-admitted pedophile claims his attraction to children is just a “sexual
orientation” as leftist media promotes “pedophile rights.” Todd Nickerson, a 43year-old from Tenn., said he is part of the emerging “virtuous pedophiles”
movement, which its members describe themselves as “ethical pedophiles”
and “gold-star pedophiles.”
“If you look at history, there is always one minority that everybody kind of
persecutes and I think at the moment we’re it,” he stated, adding that he wants to
end the demonization of pedophiles. “I would like to see some protections for
people like me, protections against being fired from their job and being protected
from violence.”
He came into public spotlight in Sept. 2015 when left-wing outlet Salon.com
published his op/ed asking Americans to “learn to accept” pedophiles and
become “understanding and supportive” of their “sexual orientation.”
“So, please, be understanding and supportive,” pedophile Todd Nickerson wrote.
“It’s really all we ask of you.”
But why is the left-wing media using pedophiles like Nickerson to try to normalize
pedophilia?
It’s because the progressive left has adopted a moral relativist philosophy in
which there are no absolute moral standards which transcends individual or
societal opinions.
In other words, unlike Christianity which places God as the absolute moral
authority above man; moral relativism suggests that there is no objective right or
wrong; rather, each individual makes up his own “moral standards” which are not
really standards at all, just a personal preference as to what’s “right or wrong.”
Stillness in the Storm : Another Pedophile Ring Involving Politicians Was Just
Busted -- Politicians Arrested
November 23, 2016--This week, yet another pedophile ring was exposed, this time
in Norway. Reports indicate politicians were among the members of the 51person ring. Police investigating the potential crimes dubbed their inquiry
“Operation Dark Room.”
As The Local, an English-language Norwegian outlet reported:

“Police seized 150 terabytes of data material in the form of photos, movies and
chat transcripts between members of various paedophile networks.”
According to Hilde Reikrås, the head of Operation Dark Room, “The material
shows the abuse of children of all ages, including infants.”
She discussed details of the findings at a press conference on Sunday:
“The material shows, among other things, the penetration of toddlers, children
being tied up, children having sex with animals and children having sex with
other children.”
Police said they uncovered more than one pedophile network on the dark web,
where they believe members communicated. Reikrås said they believe “likeminded individuals met with each other in the so-called dark net, where they
could talk with one another and cultivate their interest in children in peace.” The
culprits reportedly used encryption to conceal their activities.
Over the last few years, reports of pedophilia among the world’s power brokers
have consistently emerged. The United Kingdom has struggled with pedophilia
among its lawmakers for decades. In fact, former Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher’s administration has been accused of ignoring — and even covering up
— these crimes. Further, recent national police investigation revealed over 1,400
members of a child pedophilia ring, 76 of whom were British politicians at both
the local and national level.
Similar echoes have emerged from Hollywood, where former child actors have
claimed adults in the industry prey on vulnerable children and teens.
http://sitsshow.blogspot.com/2016/11/Another-Pedophile-Ring-InvolvingPoliticians-Was-Just-Busted.html?m=1
FBI Sting Frees 82 Child Sex Slaves, Captures 239 Pedophile “Masters”
November 16, 2016--The FBI says dozens of pimps, prostitutes and associates
have been arrested under international efforts to combat underage human
trafficking. The FBI says 239 child-sex traffickers and their associates were
arrested and 82 children were rescued from Oct. 13 to 16 as part of Operation
Cross Country X.
Among the 82 juveniles recovered during the three day operation were two
sisters in Milwaukee, ages 16 and 17, who told authorities that their mother was
their pimp, the FBI said in a news release. The girls said their mother also rented
out their brother’s room to a registered sex offender.
Operation Cross Country is part of the FBI’s Innocence Lost National Initiative.
Since its creation in 2003, the program has resulted in the identification and
recovery of more than 6,000 children from child sex trafficking.
Comment: The audio I released: New eAudio: A Cry to God – 11-6-16
By Dr. Scott Johnson | Was done so on: November 6, 2015
Nearly 400 Children Rescued and 348
Adults Arrested in Canadian Child
Pornography Bust [video]
<< Toronto Police Service Detective
Constable Lisa Belanger (L) and Inspector

Joanna Beaven-Desjardins of the Toronto Police Service Sex Crimes Unit (R)
announce hundreds of arrests in a global child exploitation investigation Project
Spade on Nov. 14. at a press conference at Toronto Police Headquarters
This story was published on Nov. 14th, 2013.
Nearly 400 children have been rescued and 348 adults arrested following an
expansive and “extraordinary” international child pornography investigation,
Canadian police announced Thursday.
The three-year project, named Project Spade, began when undercover officers
with the Toronto Police Service Child Exploitation service made contact with a
Toronto man allegedly sharing “very graphic images” of child sexual abuse in
Oct. 2010, Toronto Police Service Chief William Blair said at a press conference
on Thursday.
Police said their investigation revealed an entire child movie production and
distribution company in Toronto operating via the web site azovfilms.com.
The site was run by 42-year old Brian Way, according to police, and sold and
distributed images of child exploitation to people across the world.
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/other/nearly-400-children-rescued-348-adultsarrested-canadian-child-pornography-f2D11599561
Largest Pedophile Ring in History, 70,000 Members, Heads of State, the Rats
Scramble
August 24, 2016--From NBC News: An Internet pedophile ring with up to 70,000
members — thought to be the world’s largest —has been uncovered by police, a
security official said Wednesday.
The European police agency Europol said in a statement that “Operation Rescue” had
identified 670 suspects and that 230 abused children in 30 countries had been taken to
safety. More children are expected to be found, Europol said.
A pedophile ring, 70,000 strong, has been identified and hundreds arrested, an
organization run on the internet, centered in the Free Energy Community, including
websites run out of Paris, the Netherlands and Belgium.
What isn’t being told is that this same organization, also known as the Red Circle,
runs through secret societies around the world:
 Bilderberg
 St. Hubertus
 Federalist Society
 Knights of Malta
 Council on Foreign Relations
 Federal Reserve Bank
 NATO
 Royal Families of Belgium and Netherlands
 SCOTUS (Supreme Court of the United States)
“The website operated from a server based in the Netherlands and, at its height,
boasted up to 70,000 members worldwide,” it added.
“It attempted to operate as a ‘discussion–only’ forum where people could share their
sexual interest in young boys without committing any specific offences, thus operating
‘below the radar’ of police attention,” Europol said.

The statement said Europol analysts had cracked the security features of a key
computer server at the center of the network which uncovered the identities of
suspected child sex offenders.
And, after his arrest, the forum’s Dutch administrator helped police break encryption
measures that shielded users’ identities, allowing police to begin their covert
investigations.
“Europol subsequently issued over 4,000 intelligence reports to police authorities in over
30 countries in Europe and elsewhere, which has led to the arrests of suspects and the
safeguarding of children,” Europol said.”
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/24/vt-exclusive-largest-pedophile-ring-inhistory-70000-members-heads-of-state-the-rats-scramble/
++ Satanic Pedophilia Network Exposed in Australia — It Starts at the TOP, Just
Like in the USA and UK
The New World Order cult that rules the world administers a Satanic Pedophilia
Network, including top-level politicians like Australian Prime Ministers and US
Presidents.
The Satanic Pedophilia Network which underlies the New World Order was again
exposed in the last few months by another brave whistleblower. Australian
woman Fiona Barnett showed a ton of courage in going public at a Sydney press
conference in October 2015 and naming names.
Fiona, a former victim of Satanic ritual abuse and part of an international VIP
pedophile ring, not only exposed the existence of the Satanic pedophilia network and
its international child trafficking ring, but actually named 3 former Australian Prime
Ministers and 1 former US President as perpetrators.
She reveals that this network, composed of famous actors, celebrities, judges,
politicians and other high-flyers, has infiltrated all the key organizations and
institutions in Australia – just as it has in theUS and Britain.
http://humansarefree.com/2016/02/satanic-pedophilia-network-exposed-in.html
Warning: what follows is graphic and requires a great deal of maturity to swallow,
but if you’re interested in the real truth of what’s going on in the world, read on.
Fiona saw it all – Satanic ritual, rape, torture and murder – but actually says “the
way I’ve been treated for reporting the crimes I’ve witnessed and experienced has
been far worse than my original abuse experiences.” That speaks volumes about
people’s collective denial and amnesia, doesn’t it?
Fiona proclaims that Australia is a pedophile haven. She explains how Australia
took in a large number of Nazi war criminals, including her own stepgrandparents. She was introduced by her own family to an international child
trafficking pedophile ring based in Sydney.
Some victims are kidnapped off the street, some are “bred” for it (without ever
getting birth certificates) and some are brought into it through multi-generational
abuse. These latter ones are trained and expected to become the perpetrators
and future administrators of it.
Fiona has had flashbacks to being abused as young as the age of 2. Later on, when
she was still a little girl, she was dropped off at VIP parties, instructed to say “the
starchild is here”, then watch as famous politicians, actors and celebrities

snorted cocaine, raped her, had sex with each other, then pretended to drown her
in a pool.
She wasn’t just sexually abused and raped; she also suffered Satanic ritual abuse
in the form of torture (e.g. suffering cattle prodding electroshock to cause
disassociation).
She reveals how this pedophile ring goes to the highest levels, and included
orgies at Parliament House (in Canberra) itself.
Naming the Names
Fiona names the names of the people who sexually assaulted, raped and tortured
her:
– Antony Kidman (actress Nicole Kidman’s father) (Nicole Kidman is a victim of
the ring too, but was nasty towards fellow victim Fiona);
– Dr. John Gittinger (Lithuanian Nazi concentration camp guard and CIA agent);
– Former US President Richard Nixon;
– Former Australian Prime Minister Gough Whitlam;
– Former Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke;
– Former Australian Prime Minister Paul Keating;
– Former Australian Opposition Leader Kim Beazley;
– Former NSW Premier Bob Carr;
– US Evangelist Pastor Billy Graham;
– Ted Turner (CNN).
Barnett also mentions the brave Aussie politician Franca Arena, who got up in
Parliament under parliamentary privilege and said there is a large pedophile ring
involving politicians, judges, doctors and media moguls.
He named Kerry Packer, Bob Carr, Bob Hawke, Paul Keating, Robert Menzies,
Alan Jones (radio announcer), Bernard King (cook), Molly Meldrum (TV
presenter), Elton John (musician), John Kerr (Whitlam and Kerr were homosexual
lovers) and Justice Lionel Murphy.
Fiona has drawn her abuse pictures here.
She also recalls being at Bohemian Grove. On
one occasion she was in a pink bubble room
and raped. On another occasion she had to
participate in “Teddy Bear’s Picnic” a child
rape hunt party, where children were hunted
like animals and raped (as also happened to
Kathy Collins and Cathy O’Brien).
Read: Australian Judge: Incest & Pedophilia
‘May be Accepted’ by Society
In this video, Barnett talks about being present at
a real Satanic ritual with some of Australia’s
famous people – Kim Beazley (later to become Australian Labour Party and
Opposition leader) and Richie Benaud (famous Australian cricket captain and
sports commentator).
She reveals how Beazley and Benaud started the ritual by worshipping their
Satanic gods, chanting “Baal”, “Lucifer”, “Satan”, “Son of the Morning” and
other such appellations.

She then witnessed them ceremoniously killing a pregnant mother (a “breeder” to
the Satanists) in the center of the circle.
After that, they pulled out the unborn child, chopped it up with a knife, put it on a
gold platter, and proceed to do a type of dark communion or Eucharist.
(Barnett mentions here that the Catholic Church communion is based on this
older Satanic version of a communion – in line with my article Are Parts of
Organized Religion Satanic?)
Fiona herself mentions in this interview that some of the criminals who abused and
raped her were “just” pedophiles, and she puts former Aussie PM Gough Whitlam in this
category.
Others, however, worship a dark religion called Satanism which involves the
summoning of dark forces through channeling and twisted rituals, allowing these
dark forces to overtake them and use them.
Then, filled with this Satanic energy (such as during rituals at Bohemian Grove),
these adherents commit all sorts of perverted acts such as rape, necrophilia,
torture, murder, sacrifice and cannibalism.
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zln_Nq-1C0c
Banned Discovery Channel Documentary Exposes: Highest US Government Officials
are Part of Pedophilia Ring
Fiona explains how the Satanic hierarchical pyramid works.
Roughly speaking, at the lowest level, you have street gangs; next, you have organized
crime and the mafia; next, you have recruits into the elite club; then, above that, you
have “just” pedophiles (those who rape children but who have no Satanic connection);
finally, at the very top, you have the elite VIPs who are full-fledged Satanists.
Fiona states that only bloodliners can make it to the top. These people come from
the 13 or so Illumanti bloodlines
These bloodlines are revered as demigods; and the roughly 300 bloodlines or so
below that, can never make it to the top echelon. (Probably because they don’t
have pure blood, i.e. “royal” or reptilian DNA, but that is subject for another
article.)
The OTO, the Freemasons, Scientology, Catholic Church, the CIA, the Australian
military and many many others are all branches of the same Satanic Pedophilia
Network. It lies at the heart of the international child trafficking ring and the New
World Order.
It’s a tough and bitter pill to swallow, but we have to face the cold hard truth: the
world is run by a Satanic cult, whose members have infiltrated the top layers and
power centers of Australian, American and British society (and those of
numerous other countries).
They are inter-related, and they are bound together by bloodlines and Satanism –
with pedophilia, rape, murder, war and genocide to follow.
Fiona warns that every organization in Australia has been infiltrated, including
hospitals, psychiatry, politics, child advocacy groups – everything.
The Satanists have even created a False Memory Foundation, a fake organization
set up by pedophiles, to stop true victims from coming forward with their stories,
by convincing people they didn’t really experience what they experienced.

Only when enough of us truly grasp the enormity, horror and shock of this
fundamental truth – now exposed by a mountain of evidence and a ton of
whistleblowers and victims – can we hope to heal it by bringing these
psychopaths to justice and restoring some semblance of honesty, peace and
freedom to our world.
http://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2016/11/satanic-pedophilia-network-exposed-inaustralia-it-starts-at-the-top-just-like-in-the-usa-and-uk-2615418.html
60 Minutes Australia Reports: 15 Years Old Girl Survive Pizzagate Like Satanic
Rituals Abuse
Caution: Horrible--Play: https://youtu.be/sLgNm_ay4Sk
Government Child Abuse
(BANNED Discovery Channel
Documentary) | The Franklin
Cover-up
For testimony against George
Bush Sr being involved in this,
see:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=uW2U5L...
Also known as the Franklin
Scandal, documentary
"Conspiracy of Silence" was
pulled from TV just days before it was to air. Make your own mind up as to
whether that's because pedophile’s in government were protected or not.

